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At a Dec. 4-5 conference in New York on world trade and the foreign debt, economists, politicians
and bankers argued that the US "Baker Plan" is inadequate toward meeting the challenge of the
Third World foreign debt crisis. The Summit on Trade and Debt was attended by representatives
of principal Latin American debtor nations, creditor governments and banks, politicians,
businesspeople and experts.
Summit sponsors and organizers included Democrat Senator Bill Bradley, Republican Senators Jack
Danforth and Pete Domeneci, Democrat Rep. Jim Wright, and Republican Rep. Jack Kemp. The
conference took place at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. Sen. Bradley said the Baker Plan is only a partial
solution to the crisis since new loans in the absence of debt service relief will only result in even
greater debt, and stagnant or limited economic development. He claimed developing nations would
experience greater financial "relief" if creditors would agree to pardon a part of the "old debt," while
reducing interest charges on the remaining debt.
US Treasury Secretary James Baker introduced a plan in 1985 offering relief to the 15 most indebted
developing nations. According to the Baker Plan, creditor governments and banks would supply
$29 billion in new credits over a three-year period to nations which implement "growth-oriented"
policies favoring the private sector. The majority of the 15 nations are Latin American. According to
Bradley, debt payment relief and the Baker Plan are not mutually exclusive. It remains to be seen,
he said, which approach generates higher growth rates in the real world. He pointed out that recent
loans to Mexico may be adequate, "but we do not know for how long." The Senator said that instead
of sitting by and watching the continual deterioration of living standards "of our neighbors to the
south...it is better that we do something now." Both strategies, he said, should be tested at the same
time.
Bradley mentioned Ecuador as an example of a debtor nation which has implemented economic
reforms recommended by the Baker initiative. These reforms, he said, imply considerable political
risks, instead of relief. Meanwhile, Ecuadoran standards of living have declined. "There are no
incentives to complete the reform," said Bradley. In a speech at the summit on Dec. 4, Secretary
Baker referred to the strategy discussed by Bradley as counterproductive. (See "Treasury Secretary
Defense US Strategy for Relief to Debtor Nations," below, for details.)
Latin American participants had little to say in support of the Baker Plan. Brazilian Central Bank
director Persio Arida argued that the time has come for a more equitable treatment by creditor
banks and governments for nations that have imposed substantial sacrifice on their populations in
the course of economic adjustment policies.
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In the same vein, Argentine Finance Minister Mario Brodershon stated that it is time to adopt
measures toward promoting development in Third World debtor nations, instead of a continued
focus on debt payment.
Arida said Brazil had achieved "amazing success" in its application of an economic readjustment
plan, evidenced by the recuperation of foreign exchange reserves and large trade surpluses. He
said Brasilia obtained the necessary resources to make debt payments at a high social cost, with the
understanding that in doing so the country would gain access to new credits.
Despite such achievements and orienting its economy to exports as required under readjustment
policies, Brazil has not obtained access to new credit sources. Arida complained that instead, his
government is being accused of protectionism. The central bank official said the least Brasilia
expects after such sacrifices are the reduction in creditor banks' "spread" charges, and that "we are
permitted to return to voluntary loan market."
Brodershon's remarks were focused on the renegotiation process pursued by the banks since the
debt crisis "exploded" four years ago. He said, "The moment has arrived to adopt measures to
promote development" in debtor nations, because accomplishments to the present were achieved
on the basis of high costs in terms of social welfare of affected populations.
Using the Argentine case as an example, Brodershon outlined the nature of such costs: a sharp
decline in gross domestic product, devaluations in 1981 and 1982 which produced hyperinflation,
and dedication of 30 to 40% of domestic savings to foreign debt interest payments, which led to a
precipitous decline in domestic investment. Next, he emphasized that the effects of recent growth
in export volume were simply eliminated by high interest rates on the debt and falling prices for the
country's principal exports.
Frank Luetolf, general manager of the Swiss Bank Corporation, said debtor nations, and particularly
Latin American countries, "need a temporary respite" to rebuild their economies. Henry Kaufman,
chief economist for Salomon Brothers, stated that a "new approach" different from that of the Baker
Plan is needed for examining the debt problem. Harold Meyerman, president of First Interstate
Bank, questioned the Plan's viability, pointing out that accumulating more debt is not a long-term
solution to the debt problem. (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA, 12/05/86, 12/06/86; UPI, 12/04/86;
NEW YORK TIMES, 12/05/86)
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